TALK TITLE: "Medical Segregation: That was then; this is also now"

TALK ABSTRACT:
Medical racial segregation of health care personnel and patients is not new, nor is it over. This symposium will describe its historical roots in early American philanthropy in the 1910s-1930s, its inadequate attenuation through hospital integration cases of the 1960s, and its contemporary persistence through persistent shortages of African American doctors, concentration of shortages in places that practiced legalized racial segregation, restricted access to care for African American patients including through race corrections, racial disparities in care, and continued racial segregation in hospitals. Undoing the effects of our history of medical segregation will require concerted efforts from policymakers, lawyers, administrators, and medical personnel. Our first step is to comprehensively understand the legacy of our history. By charting the paths that have created and sustained racial disparities in medicine we aim to engage participants in understanding how historical perspectives on race in medicine contribute to ongoing consequences and in considering coherent contemporary policy and practice responses.

SPEAKERS:
Michael Meltsner is Matthews Distinguished University Professor of Law at Northeastern University. Hired by Thurgood Marshall, he was the first assistant counsel to the NAACP Legal Defense Fund in the 1960s, where he handled major cases before the federal courts. Among his clients were the North Carolina doctors and dentists who ended Southern hospital racial segregation, Mohammad Ali, and numerous death row inmates challenging capital punishment. A prolific author, his latest book is a civil rights era crime novel, Mosaic: Who Paid for the Bullet? https://law.northeastern.edu/faculty/meltsner/

Leila Morsy is an academic whose current work focuses on the history of segregation in medicine and its contemporary consequences.